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Ergonomics of the thermal environment — Analytical determination
and interpretation of heat stress using calculation of the predicted
heat strain
1

Scope

This document describes a mathematical model (the predicted heat strain model) for the analytical determination and interpretation
of the thermal stress (in terms of water loss and core temperature) experienced by a subject in a hot environment and determines
the “maximum allowable exposure times”, with which the physiological strain is acceptable for 95 % of the exposed population (the
maximum tolerable core temperature and the maximum tolerable water loss are not exceeded by 95 % of the exposed people).
The various terms used in this prediction model, and in particular in the heat balance, show the influence of the different physical
parameters of the environment on the thermal stress experienced by the subject. In this way, this document makes it possible to
determine which parameter or group of parameters can be changed, and to what extent, in order to reduce the risk of physiological
strains.
In its present form, this method of assessment is not applicable to cases where special protective clothing (reflective clothing, active
cooling and ventilation, impermeable, with personal protective equipment) is worn. It does not either account for transients in
environmental conditions, metabolic rate and/or clothing and therefore makes it possible to predict the evolution of the core
temperature and the water loss in conditions where these parameters remain steady.
This document does not predict the physiological response of individual subjects, but only considers standard subjects in good
health and fit for the work they perform. It is therefore intended to be used by ergonomists, industrial hygienists, etc.
Recommendations about how and when to use this model are given in ISO 15265.
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Normative references

The following documents are referred to in the text in such a way that some or all of their content constitutes
requirements of this document. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document (including any
amendments) applies.
ISO 7726, Ergonomics of the thermal environment — Instruments for measuring physical quantities
ISO 8996, Ergonomics of the thermal environment — Determination of metabolic rate
ISO 9886, Ergonomics of the thermal environment — Evaluation of thermal strain by physiological measurements
ISO 9920, Ergonomics of the thermal environment — Estimation of thermal insulation and water vapour resistance
of a clothing ensemble
ISO 13731, Ergonomics of the thermal environment — Vocabulary and symbols
ISO 13732-1, Ergonomics of the thermal environment — Methods for the assessment of human responses to contact
with surfaces — Part 1: Hot surfaces
ISO 15265, Ergonomics of the thermal environment — Risk assessment strategy for the prevention of stress or
discomfort in thermal working conditions
ISO 16595/WP, Ergonomics of the thermal environment: Working practices in hot environments
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Symbols

For the purposes of this document, the symbols and abbreviated terms, designated in Table 1 as “symbols” with their
units, are in accordance with ISO 13731.
However, additional symbols are used for the presentation of the predicted heat strain index. A complete list of
symbols used in this International standard is presented in Table 2.
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Table 1 — Symbols and units conforming to ISO 13731
Symbol
α
αi
αi–1
ε
εcl
θ
ADu
Ap
Ar
C
ce
Corr,im
Corr,Ia,st
Corr,Icl,st
Corr,Itot,st
cp
cp,b
Cres
Dlim
Dlim,tcr
Dlim,loss
Dmax
Dmax,95
dSi
dSeq
E
Emax
Ep
Ereq
Eres
fcl
Fcl,R
Fr
Hb
hc,dyn
hr
Ia,dyn
Ia,st
Icl,dyn
Icl,st
im,dyn
im,st
incr
iT,dyn
iT,st
K

ksw

Term
fraction of the body mass at the skin temperature
skin-core weighting at time ti
skin-core weighting at time ti–1
skin emissivity
emissivity of clothing
angle between walking direction and wind direction
DuBois body area surface
fraction of the body surface covered by the reflective clothing
effective radiating area of a body
convective heat flow
water latent heat of vaporization
correction factor for the static moisture permeability index
correction factor for the static boundary layer thermal insulation
correction factor for the static clothing thermal insulation
correction factor for the static total clothing thermal insulation
specific heat of dry air at constant pressure
specific heat of the body
respiratory convective heat flow
allowable exposure time
allowable exposure time for heat storage
allowable exposure time for water loss, 95 % of the working population
maximum water loss
maximum water loss to protect 95 % of the working population
body heat storage at the time i
body heat storage rate due to increase of core temperature associated with the metabolic rate
evaporative heat flow at the skin surface
maximum evaporative heat flow at the skin surface
predicted evaporative heat flow at the skin surface
required evaporative heat flow at the skin surface
respiratory evaporative heat flow
clothing area factor
reduction factor for radiation heat exchange due to wearing reflective clothes
Reflection coefficients for different special materials
body height
dynamic convective heat transfer coefficient
radiative heat transfer coefficient
dynamic boundary layer thermal insulation
static boundary layer thermal insulation
dynamic clothing thermal insulation
static clothing thermal insulation
dynamic moisture permeability index
static moisture permeability index
time increment from time ti–1 to time ti
dynamic total clothing thermal insulation
static total clothing thermal insulation
conductive heat flow
time constant of the increase of the sweat rate

Unit
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
°
m2
‒
m2
Wm-2
Jkg-1
‒
‒
‒
‒
Jkg-1K-1
Jkg-1K-1
Wm-2
min
min
min
g
g
Wm-2
Wm-2
Wm-2
Wm-2
Wm-2
Wm-2
Wm-2
‒
‒
‒
m
Wm-2K-1
Wm-2K-1
m2KW-1
m2KW-1
m2KW-1
m2KW-1
‒
‒
min
m2KW-1
m2KW-1
Wm-2
min
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ktcreq
ktsk
M
pa
psk,s
R
Re,T,dyn
rreq
S
Seq
Swmax
Swp
Swp,i
Swp,i–1
Swreq
t
ta
tcl
tcr
tcr,eq
tcr,eq i
tcr,eq i–1
tcr,eq,m
tcr,i
tcr,i-1
tex
tr
tre
tcr,max
tre,i
tre,i–1
tsk
tsk,eq
tsk,eq,cl
tsk,eq,nu
tsk,i
tsk,i–1
Vex
va
var
vw
w
W
Wa
Wb
Wex
wmax
wp
wreq

time constant of the variation of the core temperature as function of the metabolic rate
time constant of the variation of the skin temperature
metabolic rate
water vapour partial pressure at air temperature
saturated water vapour pressure at skin temperature
radiative heat flow
dynamic clothing total water vapour resistance
required evaporative efficiency of sweating
body heat storage rate
body heat storage for increase of core temperature associated with the metabolic rate
maximum sweat rate capacity
predicted sweat rate
predicted sweat rate at time ti
predicted sweat rate at time ti–1
required sweat rate
time
air temperature
clothing surface temperature
core temperature
steady state core temperature as a function of the metabolic rate
core temperature as a function of the metabolic rate at time ti
core temperature as a function of the metabolic rate at time ti–1
steady state value of core temperature as a function of the metabolic rate
core temperature at time ti
core temperature at time ti–1
expired air temperature
mean radiant temperature
rectal temperature
maximum acceptable core temperature
rectal temperature at time ti
rectal temperature at time ti–1
skin temperature
steady state mean skin temperature
steady state mean skin temperature for clothed subjects
steady state mean skin temperature for nude subjects
mean skin temperature at time ti
mean skin temperature at time ti–1
expired volume flow rate
air velocity
relative air velocity
walking speed
skin wettedness
effective mechanical power
humidity ratio of inhaled air
body mass
humidity ratio of expired air
maximum skin wettedness
predicted skin wettedness
required skin wettedness

min
min
Wm-2
kPa
kPa
Wm-2
m2PaW-1
‒
Wm-2
Wm-2
Wm-2
Wm-2
Wm-2
Wm-2
Wm-2
min
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
Lmin-1
ms-1
ms-1
ms-1
‒
Wm-2
kgwater/kgair
kg
kgwater/kgair
‒
‒
‒
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Principles of the predicted heat strain (PHS) model

The PHS model is based on the thermal energy balance of the body which requires the values of the following parameters,
which are estimated or measured according to ISO 7726:
a) the parameters of the thermal environment:
 air temperature, ta;
 mean radiant temperature, tr;
 partial vapour pressure, pa; and
 air velocity, va;
b) the mean characteristics of the subjects exposed to this working situation:
 the metabolic rate, M, estimated on the basis of ISO 8996; and
 the clothing thermal characteristics, estimated on the basis of ISO 9920.
Clause 5 describes the principles of the calculation of the different heat exchanges occurring in the thermal balance
equation, as well as those of the water loss necessary for the maintenance of the thermal equilibrium of the body. The
mathematical expressions for these calculations are given in Annex A.
Clause 6 describes the method for interpreting the results from Clause 5, which leads to the determination of the
predicted sweat rate, the predicted core temperature and the allowable exposure times. The determination of the
allowable exposure times is based on two strain criteria: maximum core temperature increase and maximum body water
loss, given in Annex B.
The precision with which the predicted sweat rate and the exposure times are estimated is a function of the model (i.e.
of the expressions in Annex A) and the maximum values which are adopted. It is also a function of the accuracy of
estimation and measurement of the physical parameters and of the precision with which the metabolic rate and the
thermal insulation of the clothing are estimated.

5
5.1

Main steps of the calculation
Heat balance equation

The thermal energy balance of the human body may be written as:
M − W = Cres + Eres + K + C + R + E + S
(1)
This equation expresses that the internal heat production of the body, which corresponds to the metabolic rate, M, minus
the effective mechanical power, W, are balanced by the heat exchanges in the respiratory tract by convection, Cres, and
evaporation, Eres, as well as by the heat exchanges on the skin by conduction, K, convection, C, radiation, R, and
evaporation, E.
If the balance is not satisfied, some energy is stored in the body, S.
The different terms of Equation (1) are successively reviewed in 5.1.1 to 5.1.10 in terms of the principles of calculation
(detailed expressions are shown in Annex A).

5.2

Metabolic rate, M

The estimation or measurement of the metabolic rate is described in ISO 8996. Indications for the evaluation of the
metabolic rate are given in Annex C.

5.3

Effective mechanical power, W

In most industrial situations, the effective mechanical power is small and can be neglected.

5.4

Heat flow by respiratory convection, Cres

The heat flow by respiratory convection may be expressed, in principle, by the following equation:
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t t 
Cres  0, 000 02cp  Vex   ex a 
 ADu 

5.5

(2)

Heat flow by respiratory evaporation, Eres

The heat flow by respiratory evaporation can be expressed, in principle, by the following equation:

 W  Wa 
Eres  0, 000 02ce  Vex   ex

 ADu 

5.6

(3)

Heat flow by conduction, K

Heat flow by thermal conduction occurs on the body surfaces in contact with solid objects. It is usually quite small, not
directly taken into account and quantitatively assimilated to the heat losses by convection and radiation which would
occur on these surfaces if they were not in contact with any solid body.
ISO 13732-1 [6] deals specifically with the risks of pain and burns when parts of the body contact hot surfaces.

5.7

Heat flow by convection, C

The heat flow by convection on the bare skin may be expressed by the following equation:
C = hc,dyn × (tsk – ta)
(4)
For clothed person, the heat flow by convection occurs at the surface of the clothing and is expressed by the following
equation:
C = hc,dyn × fcl × (tcl – ta)
(5)
Annex D provides some indications for the evaluation of the clothing thermal characteristics.

5.8

Heat flow by radiation, R

The heat flow by radiation may be expressed by the following equation:
(6)
R = hr × fcl × (tcl – ta)
where the radiative heat transfer coefficient, hr, takes into account the clothing characteristics, (e.g. emissivity and the
presence of reflective clothing) and the effective radiating area of the subject related to the position (e.g. standing,
seated, crouching subject)”.

5.9

Heat flow by evaporation, E

The maximum evaporative heat flow, Emax, is that which can be achieved in the hypothetical case of the skin being
completely wetted. In these conditions:

Emax 

psk,s – pa
Re,T,dyn

(7)

where the dynamic clothing total water vapour resistance, Re,T,dyn, takes into account the clothing characteristics as well
as the movements of the subject and the air.
The actual evaporation heat flow, E, depends upon the fraction, w, of the skin surface wetted by sweat and is given by:
E = w × Emax
(8)

5.10 Heat storage for increase of core temperature associated with the metabolic rate, dSeq
Even in a neutral environment, the core temperature rises towards a steady state value, tcr,eq, as a function of the
metabolic rate.
The core temperature reaches this steady state temperature exponentially with time. The heat storage associated with
the increase from time ti–1 to time ti, dSeq, does not contribute to the onset of sweating and should therefore be deducted
from the heat balance equation.
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5.11 Heat storage, S
The heat storage of the body is given by the algebraic sum of the heat flows defined previously.

5.12 Calculation of the required evaporative heat flow, the required skin wettedness and the required
sweat rate
Taking into account the hypotheses made concerning the heat flow by conduction, the general heat balance equation
(1) can be written as:
(9)
E + S = M – W – Cres – Eres – C – R
The required evaporative heat flow, Ereq, is the evaporation heat flow required for the maintenance of the thermal
equilibrium of the body and, therefore, for the body heat storage rate to be equal to zero. It is given by:
(10)
Ereq = M – W – Cres – Eres – C – R – dSeq
The required skin wettedness, wreq, is the ratio between the required evaporative heat flow and the maximum
evaporative heat flow at the skin surface.
The calculation of the required sweat rate is made as follows on the basis of the required evaporative heat flow, but
taking account of the evaporative efficiency of the sweating, rreq:

wreq 

Ereq
Emax

(11)

The required sweat rate is then given by:

Swreq 

Ereq
rreq

(12)

NOTE
The sweat rate in W⋅m-2 represents the equivalent in heat of the sweat rate expressed in g⋅m-2 h-1 1 W⋅m-2 corresponds
to a flow of sweat of 1,47 g⋅m-2 h-1 or 2,67 g⋅h-1 for a standard subject (1,8 m² of body surface).

6
6.1

Interpretation of required sweat rate
Basis of the method of interpretation

The interpretation of the values calculated by the recommended analytical method is based on two stress criteria (see
6.1.1):
 the maximum skin wettedness, wmax; and
 the maximum sweat rate: Swmax,
and on two strain criteria (see 6.1.2):
 the maximum core temperature: tcr, max; and
 the maximum water loss: Dmax.

6.2

Stress criteria

The required sweat rate, Swreq, cannot exceed the maximum sweat rate, Swmax, achievable by the subject. The
required skin wettedness, wreq, cannot exceed the maximum skin wettedness, wmax, achievable by the subject. These
two maximum values are a function of the acclimatization of the subject.

6.3

Strain criteria

In the case of non-equilibrium of the thermal balance, the core temperature increase should be limited at a
maximum value, tcr,max, such that the probability of any pathological effect is extremely limited. Finally, whatever the
thermal balance, the water loss should be restricted to a value, Dmax, compatible with the maintenance of the
hydromineral equilibrium of the body.
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6.4

Reference values

Annex B includes reference values for the stress criteria (wmax and Swmax) and the strain criteria (tcr, max and Dmax).
Different values are presented for acclimatized and non-acclimatized subjects.

6.5

Analysis of the work situation

Heat exchanges are computed at time, ti, from the body conditions existing at the previous computation time ti-1, and
as a function of the current climatic, metabolic and clothing conditions during the time increment.
The steps are:
 the required evaporative heat flow, Ereq, skin wettedness, wreq, and sweat rate, Swreq, are first computed;
 from these, the predicted evaporative heat flow, Ep, skin wettedness, wp, and sweat rate, Swp, are then computed
considering the stress criteria (Emax, wmax and Swmax) as well as the exponential response of the sweating system;
 the rate of heat storage is estimated by the difference between the required and predicted evaporative heat flow;
 the stored heat contributes to the increase or decrease in the skin and body temperatures;
 body and core temperature are estimated; and
 from these values, the heat exchanges during the next time increment are computed.
The evolutions of Swp and tcr are in this way iteratively computed.
In the present state of the standard, this procedure makes it possible to take into account only constant working
conditions.

6.6

Determination of allowable exposure time, Dlim

The allowable exposure time, Dlim, is reached when either the core temperature or the cumulated water loss reaches
the corresponding maximum values.
In work situations for which either:
 the maximum evaporative heat flow at the skin surface, Emax, is negative, leading to condensation of water vapour
on the skin; or
 the estimated allowable exposure time is less than 30 min,
special precautionary measures need to be taken and direct, and individual physiological supervision of the workers is
particularly necessary. The conditions for carrying out this surveillance and the measuring techniques to be used are
described in ISO 9886.
A computer programme in Quick Basic is given in Annex E, which allows for the calculation and the interpretation of
any condition where the metabolic rate, the clothing thermal characteristics and the climatic parameters are known.
Annex F provides some data (input data and results) to be used for the validation of any computer programme
developed on the basis of the model presented in Annex A.
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Annex A
((Normativee)
Daata necessaary for thee computattion of theermal balannce
Rang
ges of valid
dity
The numerical values and the equationss given in thiss annex conform to the pressent state of kknowledge. Soome are likelyy
to be amendeed in the light of increased knowledge.
k
The algorithhms describedd in this annex were vaalidated on a database of 747 lab eexperiments and
a 366 fieldd
experiments from 8 Europpean researchh institutions. Table A.1 givves the rangees of conditio ns for which the predictedd
heat strain (P
PHS) model can
c be considdered to be vaalidated. When one or moree parameters are outside thhis range, thee
present modeel should be used
u
with caree and special aattention given to the people exposed.
Tablee A.1 — Rangges of validityy of the PHS model
m
Parameters
s
ta
pa
tr – ta
va
M
Icl,st

Unitts
°C
kPaa
°C
ms––1
Wm
m-2
cloo

Minimum
M
15
0
0
0
56
0.1

Maximum
m
50
4.5
60
3
250
1.0

The time incrrement used during
d
this valiidation study w
was equal to 1 min.

Deterrmination of
o the heatt flow by reespiratory convection
n, Cres
The heat flow
w by respiratorry convection can be estimaated by the following empiriccal expressionn:
(A.11)
Cres = 0,001 52M((28,56 – 0,8855ta + 0,641pa)

Deterrmination of
o the heatt flow by reespiratory evaporatio
on, Eres
The heat flow
w by respiratory evaporationn can be estim
mated by the following empirical expressioon:
(A.22)
Eres = 0,001 27M((59,34 + 0,53tta – 11,63pa)

Deterrmination of
o the steaady state m
mean skin temperatur
t
re
In climatic coonditions for which
w
this Inteernational Staandard is appplicable, the stteady state m
mean skin tem
mperature cann
be estimatedd as a functioon of the paraameters of thee working situuation, using the following empirical exppressions.
 For nudde subjects (IIcl,st ≤ 0,2):
tsk,eq,nu = 7,19 + 0,064tta + 0,061tr – 0,348v
0
98pa + 0,616tree
(A.33)
a + 0,19
 For clotthed subjectss (Icl.st  0,6):
tsk,eq,cl = 12,17 + 0,02ta + 0,04tr – 0,2253va + 0,194ppa + 0,00535M
M + 0,513tre
(A.44)
0 and 0,6, the
t steady sttate skin temperature is extrapolated
e
between thesse two valuess
For Icl,st valuues between 0,2
using:
) × (Icl,st – 0,2)
(A..5)
tsk,eqq = tsk,eq,nu + 2,5 × (tsk,eq,cl – tsk,eq,nu
s

Deterrmination of
o the instaantaneouss value of skin
s temperature
The skin tem
mperature, tsk,i, at time ti can be estimated from:

10
0

 the skin temperature, tsk,i–1, at time ti-1 one minutee earlier; and
 the steaady state skin temperature,, tsk,eq, predictted from the conditions
c
exissting during thhe last minutee by equationn
(A.5).
The time connstant of the reesponse of thee skin temperrature being eqqual to 3 min, the following equation is used:
(A.66)
tsk,i = ktsk × tsk,i–1 + (1 – ktsk) × tskk,eq
k
=
exp(–
–1/3)
(A.77)
wheere tsk

Deterrmination of
o the heatt accumulaation assocciated with
h the metabbolic rate, dSeq
In a neutraal environmennt, the core temperaturee increases with
w time duuring exercisee, as a funnction of thee
metabolism rrate relative too the individuaal's maximum aerobic power.
For an average subject, it can be asssumed that tthis equilibrium core tempperature increaases as a fuunction of thee
metabolic ratte, according to
t the following expression::
tcr,eqq = 0,0036·(M – 55) + 36,8
(A.8)
The core tem
mperature reaaches this eqquilibrium coree temperaturee following a first order syystem with a time constantt
equal to 10 m
min:
tcr,eqq,i = ktcr × tcr,eq,i--1 + (1 – ktcr) × tcr,eq
(A.99)
wheere ktcr = exp(––1/10)
(A.110)
The heat storrage associateed with this inccrease is:
– tcr,eq,i-1) × (1 – αi-1)
dSeqq = cp,b × Wb/(A
ADu × 60) × (tcr,eq,i
(A.111)
c

Deterrmination of
o the statiic insulatioon characteeristics of clothing
For a nude subject and in static conditions withoutt movements either of the air or of the person, the sensible heatt
exchanges (C
C + R) can be estimated by the following::

CR

tsk  ta
I tot st

(A.12)

For a clothedd subject, this static heat ressistance, Itot,st, can be estimaated using:

I tot,,st  I cl,st 

I a,st
f cl

(A.13)

where
 , Ia,st, caan be estimateed equal to 0.1111 m2 KW-1;
 the clothhing area factoor, fcl, is given by:
fcl = 1 + 1.97·Icl,st

(A.14)

Deterrmination of
o the dynaamic insulaation charaacteristics of clothinng
Activity and ventilation moodify the insuulation characcteristics of thhe clothing annd the adjace nt air layer. Because
B
bothh
wind and moovement reduuce the insulaation, this neeeds to be corrected. The correction
c
facttor Corr,tot can be estimatedd
as follows:
 for a nudde person (Icl,st = 0):

C orr,Itot,st  C orr,Ia,st  e[(0,047 var  0,4472) var  (0,117Vw  0,342)Vw ]

(A.15)
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 for a person wearing clothes with Icl,st
c > 0.6 clo:

C orr ,Itot,sst  C orr ,Icl,st  e[ 0,043  ( 0,066Var  0,398)Var  ( 0,094Vw

 0,378
8)Vw ]

(A.116)

with the relattive air velocityy, var, limited too 3 m s-1 and the walking sppeed, vw, limiteed to 1.5 m s- 1.
When the waalking speed iss undefined orr the person iss stationary, thhe value for vw can be calcuulated as:
vw = 0,0052v(M – 58) with vw ≤ 0,7 m.s-1
(A.117)
-2
2
with M expressed in W m
For conditionns with Icl bettween 0 and 0.6 clo, the ccorrection facctor is estimatted by interpoolation between these twoo
values, by the following exxpressions:
(A.118)
Corr,Itot,st = [(0,6 – Icl,st) × Corr,Ia,st + Icl,st × Corr,Icl,sst]/0.6
In any case, this correctionn factor is limitted to 1.
Finally:
(A.19)
Ia,dynn = Corr,Ia,st × Ia,st
a
IT,dynn = Corr,Itot,st × IT,st
(A.20)

I clddyn  I T,dyn 

I a,dyn

(A.21)

f cl

Estim
mation of th
he heat excchanges thhrough con
nvection and radiatioon
The dry heat exchanges caan be estimateed using the foollowing equations:
C + R = fcl × [hc,dyyn × (tcl – ta) + hr × (tcl – tr)]
e
bettween the clotthing and the environment,
e
and:
a
which describbes the heat exchanges

t –t
C  R   sk cl
 I
 cl,dyyn





(A.222)

(A.23)

which describbes the heat exchanges
e
bettween the skinn and the clothhing surface.
The dynamicc convective heat transfer cooefficient, hc,dyyn, can be estim
mated as the greatest
g
valuee of:
0,25
2.388tcl – ta
(A.224)
3.5 + 5,2var
(A.25)
0.6
8.7vvar
(A.26)
The radiativee heat exchangge, hr, can be estimated usinng the followinng equation:

hr     

Ar (tcl  273) 4  (tr  2273)4

tcl  tr
ADu
D

(A.27)

where
m-2·K-4; and
σ is the Stefan-Booltzmann consstant equal to 5,67·10-8 W·m
is tthe emissivity of the skin eqqual to 0,97.
The fraction of skin surfaace involved in heat exchaange by radiation, Ar/ADu, iss equal to 0,667 for a croucching subject,,
0,70 for a seaated subject and
a 0,77 for a standing subjject.
When a clothhing with a refflection coefficcient Fr is worrn on a fractioon Ap of the boody surface, h r should be corrected
c
by a
factor, Fcl,R, ggiven by:
Fcl,RR = (1 – Ap)εcl + Ap × Fr
(A.228)
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Both expresssions A.22 andd A.23 should be solved iterratively in ordeer to derive tcl.

A.10 Estim
mation of th
he maximu
um evaporaative heat flow at the
e skin surfaace, Emax
The maximum
m evaporativee heat flow at the
t skin surfa ce is given byy:

Ema
max 

psk,s  pa

(A.29)

R e,T,dynn

mated from thee following equuation:
The dynamicc clothing total water vapourr resistance, R e,T,dyn, is estim

Re,TT,dyn 

I T,ddyn

(A.30)

16.7imm,dyn

where the ddynamic clotthing permeaability index, im,dyn, is equual to the static
s
clothingg permeabilityy index, imst,
corrected forr the influence of air and boddy movementt.
(A.31)
im,dynn = im,st × Corr,imm
with:
(A.332)
Corr,im = 2,6 Corr,Itott,st2 – 6,5 Corr,Itot,st + 4,9
In this expresssion, im,dyn is limited to 0,9.

Deterrmination of
o the pred
dicted sweaat rate, Swpp, and pred
dicted evapporative heeat flow,
Ep
The flow chart in Figure A.1 shows how the evaluationns are perform
med. It requires the followingg explanationss.
wer evaporativve efficiency. The requiredd
1) A greater skin wetteddness is assoociated with ( in fact, the reesult of) a low
evaporaative efficiencyy decreases from 100 % to 50 % as the
t skin wetteedness increaases to 100 %. When thee
requiredd evaporative heat flow, Ereq
ximum evaporative heat floow at the skinn surface, thee
r , is greater than the max
requiredd wettedness, wreq, estimateed from expreession (11) is greater than 1, and the evvaporation efficiency, rreq, iss
expecteed to become lower
l
than 0,55. rreq is compuuted from wreq using the folloowing expresssions:
(A.33)
— for wreq ≤1,
rreq = 1 - wreq² / 2
— for wreq >1, rreq 

2

– wreq 
2

2

(A.34)

rreq, however, is at the minimum 5 %,
% reached forr a theoretical required wettedness value off 1.684.
2)

3)

The sw
weat rate ressponse can be describedd by a firstt order systeem with a ttime constantt of 10 min.
Therefoore, the prediccted sweat ratee at time ti is ggiven by the foollowing expreession:
Swpp,i = kSw × Swp,i-1 + (1 – kSw) × Swreq
(A.35)
where kSw = exp(-1/100)
(A.36)
As explaained in item 1), the requirred skin wetteedness, wreq, is allowed to be
b theoreticallly greater thaan 1 for the
computaation of the reequired sweatt rate, Swreq.
As the eevaporative heeat loss is resstricted to the surface of thee water layer, that is, the suurface of the body,
b
the
predicteed skin wetteddness, wp, cannot be greateer than one. Thhe evaporative efficiency iss then equal too 0,5 and the
predicteed sweat rate, Swp, is equal to twice the m
maximum evaaporation heatt flow, Emax.
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Figu
ure A.1 – Flow chart for the ddetermination of the predicte
ed sweat rate, Swp,
and
d the predictedd evaporative heat flow rate Ep

Evalu
uation of th
he rectal teemperaturee
The heat storrage during thhe last time inccrement at tim
me, ti, is given by:
dSi = Ereq – Ep + dS
d eqi

(A.37)
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This heat stoorage leads too an increase in core tempperature, takinng into accounnt the increasee in skin temperature. Thee
fraction of thee body mass at
a the mean coore temperatuure is given byy:
(A.38)
(1 – ) = 0.7 + 0.,09(tcr – 36,8)
This fraction is limited to:
 0.7 for tccr ≤ 36.8 °C;
 0.9 for tccr ≥ 39.0 °C.
Figure A.2 illlustrates the distribution of
o the temperrature in the body at timee, ti-1, and tim
me ti. From this it can bee
computed thaat:

tcr,i 

 ddSi  Adu  60
t
t
0
 
 tcr,i 1  cr,,i -1 sk,i -1  i -1  tsk,i i 


2
2 
1  i  csp  Wb
2
1

(A.39)

The rectal tem
mperature is estimated
e
acccording to the ffollowing exprression:

tre,i  tre,i -1 

2tcr,I – 1.926
6tre,i -1 –1,31
9

(A.40)

Figuree A.2 — Disttribution of hheat storagee in the bodyy at times ti-11 and ti
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Annex B
((Informativee)
Criiteria for estimating acceptablee exposurre time in a hot workk environm
ment
B.1 Introdduction
The physiological criteria used
u
for determ
mining the maaximum allowaable exposure time are the ffollowing:
 acclimattized and non-acclimatized subjects;
 a maxim
mum skin wetteedness, wmax;
 a maxim
mum sweat ratte capacity, Sw
wmax;
 consideration of the 95
9 % percentile of the worki ng population (representativve of the most
st susceptible subjects);
s
 a maxim
mum water losss, Dmax;
 a maxim
mum acceptabble core tempeerature, tcr,max.

B.2 Acclimatized an
nd non-acclimatized suubjects
Acclimatized subjects are able to perspire more abunndantly, more uniformly on their body surrface and earrlier than non-acclimatized subjects. In a given worrk situation, tthis results inn lower heat storage (low
wer core tempperature) andd
lower cardiovvascular consstraint (lower heart rate). Inn addition, theey are knownn to lose less salt through sweating andd
therefore to bbe able to enddure a greater water loss.
This distinctioon between accclimatized annd non-acclimaatized is thereefore essentiall. It concerns w max, and Swmax.
When the staate of climatizaation is uncerttain, the subjeects are assum
med to be non-acclimatized..

B.3 Maxim
mum skin wettedness
w
s, wmax
The maximum
m skin wettedness is set to 0.85 for non-aacclimatized subjects
s
and too 1.0 for acclim
matized workeers.

B.4 Maxim
mum sweatt rate, Swmaax
The maximum sweat rate capacity is estimated equ al to 400 W·m
m-2 for unacclimatized subj
bjects and 5000 for
acclimatized subjects. This correspondds to possiblee productions of 1 and 1.255 litres maxim um of sweat per hour.

B.5 Maxim
mum dehyd
dration and
d water losss
A 3 % dehyddration inducees an increaseed heart rate and depresseed sweating sensitivity
s
andd is therefore adopted as
the maximum
m dehydrationn in industry (not in the arm
my or for sportsmen).
For exposuree lasting 4 h to
t 8 h, the rehhydration ratee is greater than 40 % in 955 % of the casses.
Based on theese values, thhe maximum allowable watter loss to prootect 95 % of the working ppopulation (Dmax) is set
at 5 % of thee body mass when
w
the subjjects can drinnk freely. If noo water is provvided, the totaal water loss should be
limited to 3 %
%.

B.6 Maxim
mum value of core tem
mperature
Following thee recommenddations of thee WHO technnical report No
N 412 (19699) [7]: “It is iinadvisable foor deep bodyy
temperature to exceed 38 °C in prolonged daily expossure to heavy work”.
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Annex C
((Informativee)
Meetabolic raate
ISO 8996 deescribes methoods for estim
mating the m
metabolic rate. These methoods are classiffied in 4 levelss of
increasing acccuracy.
Level 1, Scrreening: a meethod simple and
a easy to quuickly classify as light, modeerate, high or very high the mean
workload acccording to the kind of activityy.
Level 2, Obsservation: a tim
me-and-motioon study to chaaracterize, on average, a working situatioon at a specificc time. This
method can bbe used by peeople with full knowledge off the working conditions
c
but without necesssarily any training in
ergonomics.
Level 3, Anaalysis: a methood to estimatee the metaboli c rate from a heart rate recoording over a representativee period of
time. This meethod is addreessed to people trained in o ccupational heealth and ergoonomics of thee thermal environment.
Level 4, Expertise: three methods
m
requiring very speccific measurem
ments made by
b experts:
oxyggen consumpttion measurem
ment;
doubly labelled water
w
method; and
direct calorimetryy method.
While the scrreening methood described in ISO 7243 [33] (WBGT indeex) for establisshing the pressence or absence of heat
stress in a givven thermal environment
e
caan settle for thhe method of level 1 for estimating the meetabolic rate, only
o methods
of higher acccuracy are com
mpatible with the
t predicted hheat strain moodel describedd in this Intern ational Standaard.
The use of thhe Level 3, Annalysis, methodd based on heeart rate recorrdings is highlyy recommend ed.
ISO standardds 16265 and 16595 providee guidance forr estimating thhe average meetabolic rate foor a group of subjects
s
in a
given work siituation.
The followingg formulae maake it possible to predict thee (HR – M) relaationship as a function of thhe characteristtics of the
subject.
Maximum woorking capacityy (MWC, W):
- Men:
(19.45 - 0.1333 · Age) · Wbl
- Women:
(17.51 - 0.1550 · Age) · Wbl
wherre:
is the age of the subject inn years; and
Age
is the lean boody mass in k ilograms (kg).
Wbl
b estimated using
u
the folloowing expression:
The lean boddy mass may be
 Men::
Wbl = (1,08 – Wb / (80 × Hb ²) × Wb;
 Wom
men: Wbl = (0,,86 – Wb / (107,5 × Hb²) × W b
wherre:
Wb is thee body mass of
o the subject in kilograms (kg);
(
and
Hb is thee body height in
i metres (m)..
Metabolic ratte at rest, seatted M0, W:
60 × ADu;
 Men::
55 × ADu
 Wom
men:
Maximum heeart rate HRmaxx, beats·min-1:
2088 - 0,7 × Age
Menn and women:
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Heart rate at rest HR0, beats·min-1:
the heart rate value exceeded during 99% of the time of the HR recording, provided that the subject was at rest in a
neutral environment at least 5 min during the recording.
The mean metabolic rate (Mm) over the recorded period of time may then be derived from the mean heart rate HRm using
the following expression:
Mm = M0 + ( HRm – HR0 )/RM
where:
RM = (HRmax − HR0) / (MWC − M0)
I must be noted that, while the method presented above and at the Level 3, Analysis of ISO 8996, makes it possible
to evaluate the metabolic rate in watts, the PHS model is calculated the heats exchanges in watts per square meter
of body surface and therefore uses as input value the metabolic rate in watts per square meter given by:
M in Wm-2 = M in W / ADu
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Annexx D (Inform
mative)
Clothing
C
thhermal chaaracteristiccs
D.1 Geneeral
The thermal ccharacteristicss of the clothinng to be consi dered are:

its therm
mal insulation;

its reflecction of thermaal radiation, annd

its permeeability to watter vapour.

D.2 Clothhing thermaal insulation
n
The clothing thermal insuulation unit used in the stanndard is m2K
KW-1. Howevver the clothinng insulation is often moree
K-1.
convenientlyy expressed inn clo, 1 clo beeing equal to 0.155 W·m²·K
Table D.1 givves the staticc clothing therrmal insulationn values in cloo, for selectedd garment ennsembles.
Table D.1 — Basic
B
insulatioon values for selected
s
garme
ent ensembless
Garmeent ensembless
Icl,st clo
Briefss, short-sleeve shirt,
s
fitted trousers, calf lengthh socks, shoes
0.5
Underpants, shirt, fittted trousers, soocks, shoes
0.6
Underpants, coverall, socks, shoes
0.7
Underpants, shirt, cooverall, socks, shoes
s
0.8
Underpants, shirt, troousers, smock, socks, shoes
0.9
Briefss, undershirt, unnderpants, shirtt, overalls, calf llength socks, shoes
1.0
Underpants, undershhirt, shirt, trouseers, jacket, vesst, socks, shoess
1.1

The dynamicc clothing theermal insulatioon is used in the calculation. The equaations for deteermination off the dynamicc
insulation chharacteristics of clothing arre presented iin A.8.

D.3 Reflection of theermal radiaation
Table D.2 gives the reflecction coefficieents, Fr, for d ifferent special materials coated
c
with alluminum to reeflect thermal
radiation.
Material
Cotton
Viscose
A
Aramid (Kevlar)
Wool
Cotton
Viscose
Aramid
Wool
Cotton
Glass fiber

Table D.2 — Reflection coeefficients, Fr, foor different spe
ecial materials
Treeatment
with aluminum paint
with glosssy aluminum foiil
with glosssy aluminum foiil
with glosssy aluminum foiil
with glosssy aluminum foiil
vacuum metallized
m
with aaluminum
vacuum metallized
m
with aaluminum
vacuum metallized
m
with aaluminum
vacuum metallized
m
with aaluminum
vacuum metallized
m
with aaluminum

Fr
0.42
0.19
0.14
0.12
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.07

The reductioon of radiativee heat exchaanges only occcurs for the part of the body covered by the reflecctive clothing.
Table D.3 prrovides inform
mation to estim
mate the fracttion, Ap, of thee area of the body concernned.
Taable D.3 — Ratio of the area of a part of thee body to the to
otal body surfaace
Area
A

Ap
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Head and face
Thorax annd abdomen
Back
B
Arms
A
Haands
Tights
Legs
L
Feet
F

0.07
0.175
0.175
0.14
0.05
0.19
0.13
0.07

D.4 Perm
meability to water
w
vapo
our
The evaporaative resistance of the clothing is stronglyy influenced by
b the permeaability to vapouur pressure off the material,
which can bbe defined byy the static moisture
m
perm
meability indexx, im,st. As thee present Inte
ternational Staandard is nott
applicable to special imperrmeable clothinng, a mean va lue of im,st equual to 0,38 can be adopted.
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Annexx E (Inform
mative)
Com
mputer pro
ogramme for
f the com
mputation of the pred
dicted heaat strain model
Geneeral
The correspoondence betw
ween the sym
mbols given inn Table 1 andd those used in the followinng computer programme inn
E.2 are detailed in Table E..1.
Tablle E.1 — Correespondence beetween some syymbols in Tablle 1 and those used in the coomputer prograamme
ConstSw
Symbbol in the
Symbol
kswq
proggramme
Met
M
A
Ardu
Ar/AD
Du
Psk
psk,s
C
Conv
C
Rad
R
ConnstSW
kSw
Rtdyn
Re,T,dyn
ConnstTeq
ktcr
SWp0
Swp,i-1
ConnstTsk
ktsk
Tcr
tcr,i
CO
ORcl
Corr,Icl,,st
Tcr0
tcr,i-1
CORe
Corr,imm
Tcreq
tcr,eq i
CO
ORia
Corr,Ia,st
Tcreq0
tcr,eq,i–1
CO
ORtot
Corr,Itott,st
Tcreqm
tcr,eqm
dSttorage
dSi
Texp
tex
dS
Storeq
dSeqq
Theta
θ
E
Eveff
rreq
Tre
tre,i
FFclR
Fcl,R
Tre0
tre,i–1
Hccdyn
hc,dynn
Tsk
tsk,i
heeight
Hb
Tsk0
tsk,i–1
Iaadyn
Ia,dyn
Tskeq
tsk,eq
IIast
Ia,st
Tskeqcl
tsk,eq,cl
Icl
Icl,st
Tskeqnu
tsk,eq,nu
Iccldyn
Icl,dynn
TskTcrwg
αi
im
mdyn
Im,dynn
TskTcrwg0
0
αi–1
imst
Im,st
Walksp
vw
Itootdyn
Itot,dynn
Weight
Wb
Ittotst
Itot,st
Work
W
ConnstTsk
ktsk
ConnstTeq
ktcreqq
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Prrogramme
' Predictedd Heat Strain (P
PHS) model
' EXPONE
ENTIAL AVERA
AGING CONSTA
ANTS
ConstTeeq = Exp(-1 / 100): ' Core tempperature as a fuunction of M: tim
me constant: 10 min
ConstTssk = Exp(-1 / 3)): ' Skin Tempeerature: time coonstant: 3 min
ConstSW
W = Exp(-1 / 100): ' Sweat ratee: time constantt: 10 min
' INPUT O
OF THE MEAN CHARACTERIS
C
STICS OF THE
E SUBJECTS
' The user must make surre at this point in
i the programm
me that the folloowing paramete
ers are availabl e.
' Standard values must bee replaced by actual
a
values.
Weight = 75: ' Body mass
m
kilogramm
mes
Height = 1.8: ' Body heeight metres
Accl = 11: ' =1 if acclimatized subject, =0 otherwise
Drink = 1: ' Water replacement: =1 if the workers caan drink freely, =0
= otherwise
' COMPUTTATION OF DE
ERIVED PARAM
METERS
Adu = 00.202 * Weight ^ 0.425 * Heighht ^ 0.725: ' Boddy surface areaa m²
aux = 34490 * Weight / Adu:
A
' Heat forr 1°C increase oof the body perr m² of body surrface
SWmaxx = 400: If Acccl = 1 Then SW
Wmax = 500: ' M
Maximum evapoorative capacityy
wmax = 0.85: If Accl = 1 Then wmax = 1: ' Maximuum wettednesss
Dmax = 0.05 * Weight * 1000: ' Maxim
mum water losss in grams
If Drinnk = 0 Then Dm
max = 0.03 * Weeight * 1000: ' if no free drinking
' INPUT O
OF THE PRIMAR
RY PARAMETE
ERS
' The user shall make surre that, at this point
p
in the proggramme, the following parametters are availabble.
' In order ffor the user to teest rapidly the programme,
p
thee data for the firrst case in Annex E of ISO 79333 are introducced.
Durationn = 480: ' Duraation of the workk sequence in m
minutes
Ta = 400: ' Air temperature in degreess Celsius
Tg = 400: ' Black globe temperature: °C
°
Diam = 15: ' Diameterr of the black gloobe, in cm
Va = 0.33: ' Air velocity metres per seccond
Tr = (((Tg + 273) ^ 4 + 1.1579 * 10 ^ 8 / 0.95 / (Diaam / 100) ^ 0.4 * Va ^ 0.6 * (Tg - Ta)) ^ 0.25 - 273
RH = 355: ' Relative huumidity
' Partial waater vapour preessure kilopascaals
Pa = 0.6105 * Exp(17.27 * Ta / (Ta + 237.3)) * RH
H / 100:
M = 3000: ' Metabolic raate, watts
Met = M / Adu: ' Meetabolic rate, Watts per squaree metre
Work = 0: ' Effective mechanical
m
pow
wer watts per sqquare metre
Icl = 0.55: ' Static therm
mal insulation clo
imst = 00.38: ' Static mooisture permeability index
' Effective radiating area of
o the body
Posturee = 1: ' Posture = 1 standing, =2
= sitting, =3 crrouching
If Possture = 1 Then Ardu = 0.77
If Possture = 2 Then Ardu = 0.7
If Possture = 3 Then Ardu = 0.67
' Refectivee clothing
Ap = 0.554: ' Fraction of
o the body surfaace covered byy the reflective clothing
c
Fr = 0.997: ' Emissivity of the reflectivee clothing (by ddefault: Fr=0.97)
' Displacem
ments
defspeeed = 0: ' =1 if walking
w
speed entered, =0 otheerwise
Walksp = 0: ' Walking speed, m/s
defdir = 0: ' =1 if walking direction entered, 0 otherw
wise
THETA = 0: ' Angle beetween walking direction and w
wind direction degrees
d
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' CLOTHING INFLUENCE ON EXCHANGE COEFFICIENTS
Iclst = Icl * 0.155: ' Static clothing insulation
fcl = 1 + 0.3 * Icl: ' Clothing area factor
Iast = 0.111: ' Static boundary layer thermal insulation in quiet air
Itotst = Iclst + Iast / fcl: ' Total static insulation
' Relative velocities due to air velocity and movements
If defspeed > 0 Then
If defdir = 1 Then
Var = Abs(Va - Walksp * Cos(3.14159 * THETA / 180)): ' Unidirectional walking
Else
If Va < Walksp Then Var = Walksp Else Var = Va: 'Omni-directional walking
End If
Else
Walksp = 0.0052 * (Met - 58)
If Walksp > 0.7 Then Walksp = 0.7: 'Stationary or undefined speed
Var = Va
End If
' Dynamic clothing insulation
Vaux = Var: If Var > 3 Then Vaux = 3
Waux = Walksp: If Walksp > 1.5 Then Waux = 1.5
' Clothing insulation correction for wind (Var) and walking (Walksp)
CORcl = 1.044 * Exp((0.066 * Vaux - 0.398) * Vaux + (0.094 * Waux - 0.378) * Waux)
If CORcl > 1 Then CORcl = 1
CORia = Exp((0.047 * Var - 0.472) * Var + (0.117 * Waux - 0.342) * Waux)
If CORia > 1 Then CORia = 1
CORtot = CORcl
If Icl <= 0.6 Then CORtot = ((0.6 - Icl) * CORia + Icl * CORcl) / 0.6
Itotdyn = Itotst * CORtot
Iadyn = CORia * Iast
Icldyn = Itotdyn - Iadyn / fcl
' Dynamic evaporative resistance
' Correction for wind and walking
CORe = (2.6 * CORtot - 6.5) * CORtot + 4.9
imdyn = imst * CORe: If imdyn > 0.9 Then imdyn = 0.9
Rtdyn = Itotdyn / imdyn / 16.7
' INITIALISATION OF THE VARIABLES OF THE PROGRAMME
Tre = 36.8: ' Initial rectal temperature, °C
Tcr = 36.8: ' Initial core temperature, °C
Tsk = 34.1: ' Initial skin temperature, °C
Tcreq = 36.8: ' Initial core temperature associated to M, °C
TskTcrwg = 0.3: ' Initial skin – core weighting
SWp = 0: ' Initial sweat rate, W/m²
SWtot = 0: ' Initial total sweat rate, W/m²
Dlimtcr = 999: ' Duration limit of exposure due to increase in temperature, min
Dlimloss = 999: ' Duration limit of exposure due to excessive water loss, min
' ITERATION OF THE PROGRAMME
For Time = 1 To Duration
' Initialisation min per min
' value at beginning of time i = final value at time (i-1)
Tre0 = Tre: Tcr0 = Tcr: Tsk0 = Tsk: Tcreq0 = Tcreq: TskTcrwg0 = TskTcrwg
' Equilibrium core temperature associated to the metabolic rate
Tcreqm = 0.0036 * Met + 36.6
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' Core temperature at this minute, by exponential averaging
Tcreq = Tcreq0 * ConstTeq + Tcreqm * (1 - ConstTeq)
' Heat storage associated with this core temperature increase during the last minute
dStoreq = aux/60 * (Tcreq - Tcreq0) * (1 - TskTcrwg0)
' SKIN TEMPERATURE PREDICTION
' Skin Temperature in equilibrium
' Clothed model
Tskeqcl = 12.165 + 0.02017 * Ta + 0.04361 * Tr + 0.19354 * Pa - 0.25315 * Va
Tskeqcl = Tskeqcl + 0.005346 * Met + 0.51274 * Tre
' Nude model
Tskeqnu = 7.191 + 0.064 * Ta + 0.061 * Tr + 0.198 * Pa - 0.348 * Va
Tskeqnu = Tskeqnu + 0.616 * Tre
' Value at this minute, as a function of the clothing insulation
If Icl >= 0.6 Then Tskeq = Tskeqcl: GoTo Tsk
If Icl <= 0.2 Then Tskeq = Tskeqnu: GoTo Tsk
' Interpolation between the values for clothed and nude subjects, if 0.2 < clo < 0.6
Tskeq = Tskeqnu + 2.5 * (Tskeqcl - Tskeqnu) * (Icl - 0.2)
' Skin Temperature at this minute, by exponential averaging
Tsk:
Tsk = Tsk0 * ConstTsk + Tskeq * (1 - ConstTsk)
If Time = 1 Then Tsk = Tskeq
' Saturated water vapour pressure at the surface of the skin
Psk = 0.6105 * Exp(17.27 * Tsk / (Tsk + 237.3))
' Mean temperature of the clothing: Tcl
Z = 3.5 + 5.2 * Var
If Var > 1 Then Z = 8.7 * Var ^ 0.6
auxR = 0.0000000567 * Ardu
FclR = (1 - Ap) * 0.97 + Ap * Fr
Tcl = Tr + 0.1
Tcl:
' Dynamic convection coefficient
Hcdyn = 2.38 * Abs(Tcl - Ta) ^ 0.25
If Z > Hcdyn Then Hcdyn = Z
' Radiation coefficient
HR = FclR * auxR * ((Tcl + 273) ^ 4 - (Tr + 273) ^ 4) / (Tcl - Tr)
Tcl1 = ((fcl * (Hcdyn * Ta + HR * Tr) + Tsk / Icldyn)) / (fcl * (Hcdyn + HR) + 1 / Icldyn)
If Abs(Tcl - Tcl1) > 0.001 Then Tcl = (Tcl + Tcl1) / 2: GoTo Tcl
' HEAT EXCHANGES
Texp = 28.56 + 0.115 * Ta + 0.641 * Pa: ' temperature of the expired air
Cres = 0.001516 * Met * (Texp - Ta): ' Heat exchanges through respiratory convection
Eres = 0.00127 * Met * (59.34 + 0.53 * Ta - 11.63 * Pa): ' through respiratory evaporation
Conv = fcl * Hcdyn * (Tcl - Ta): ' Heat exchanges through convection
Rad = fcl * HR * (Tcl - Tr): ' Heat exchange through radiation
Emax = (Psk - Pa) / Rtdyn: ' Maximum Evaporation Rate
Ereq = Met - dStoreq - Work - Cres - Eres - Conv - Rad: ' Required Evaporation Rate
' INTERPRETATION
wreq = Ereq / Emax: ' Required wettedness
' If no evaporation required: no sweat rate
If Ereq <= 0 Then Ereq = 0: SWreq = 0: GoTo SWp
' If evaporation is not possible, sweat rate is maximum
If Emax <= 0 Then Emax = 0: SWreq = SWmax: GoTo SWp
' If required wettedness greater than 1.7: sweat rate is maximum
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If wreq >= 1.7 Then wreq = 1.7: SWreq = SWmax: GoTo SWp
Eveff = 1 - wreq ^ 2 / 2: ' Required evaporation efficiency
If wreq > 1 Then Eveff = (2 - wreq) ^ 2 / 2
SWreq = Ereq / Eveff: ' Required Sweat Rate
If SWreq > SWmax Then SWreq = SWmax: ' limited to the maximum evaporative capacity
SWp:
' Predicted Sweat Rate, by exponential averaging
SWp = SWp * ConstSW + SWreq * (1 - ConstSW)
If SWp <= 0 Then Ep = 0: SWp = 0: GoTo Storage
' Predicted Evaporation Rate
k = Emax / SWp
wp = 1
If k >= 0.5 Then wp = -k + Sqr(k * k + 2)
If wp > wmax Then wp = wmax
Ep = wp * Emax
' Heat Storage
Storage:
dStorage = Ereq - Ep + dStoreq
' PREDICTION OF THE CORE TEMPERATURE
Tcr1 = Tcr0
TskTcr:
' Skin - Core weighting
TskTcrwg = 0.3 - 0.09 * (Tcr1 - 36.8)
If TskTcrwg > 0.3 Then TskTcrwg = 0.3
If TskTcrwg < 0.1 Then TskTcrwg = 0.1
Tcr = dStorage / (aux/60) + Tsk0 * TskTcrwg0 / 2 - Tsk * TskTcrwg / 2
Tcr = (Tcr + Tcr0 * (1 - TskTcrwg0 / 2)) / (1 - TskTcrwg / 2)
If Abs(Tcr - Tcr1) > 0.001 Then Tcr1 = (Tcr1 + Tcr) / 2: GoTo TskTcr
' PREDICTION OF THE RECTAL TEMPERATURE
Tre = Tre0 + (2 * Tcr - 1.962 * Tre0 - 1.31) / 9
' TOTAL WATER LOSS RATE AFTER THE MINUTE (in W m-²)
SWtot = SWtot + SWp + Eres: ' Total evaporation loss in watts per m²
SWtotg = SWtot * 2.67 * Adu / 1.8 / 60: ' Total water loss in grams
' COMPUTATION OF THE DURATION LIMIT OF EXPOSURE DLE IN MIN
' DLE for water loss, 95 % of the working population, in min
If Dlimloss = 999 And SWtotg >= Dmax Then Dlimloss = Time
' DLE for heat storage, in min
If Dlimtcr = 999 And Tre >= 38 Then Dlimtcr = Time
' End of loop on duration
Next Time
End Sub
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Annex F
((Normativee)
Exam
mples of th
he predicteed heat strrain model computattions
This anneex provides the primary dataa and the mai n output data for five workinng conditions.. This should be
b used to
test that any particulaar version off the program
mme preparedd from Annex E providess correct resuults within
computattional accuracyy of 0.1 °C forr the predictedd core temperaature and 1% for water losss.
These fivve conditionss were selectted in order tto test all thee different coomponents off the program
mme. The
computattions were coonducted for a person 1,8 m tall and weighing 75 kg. In all cases sstationary or undefined
walking cconditions aree assumed.
Parametters
(unitss)
Acclimataation
Posturre
Duratioon
Ta (°C
C)
Tg (°C
C)
Va (ms-1- )
RH (%
%)
M (W))
W (W)
Icl (cloo)
Tr (°C
C)
Pa (kPaa)
Ap (fractioon %)
Fr (-)
Final SWp (g/h)
Water loss (g)
Final Tcr (°C)
(
Dlimloss (m
min)
DlimTcr (m
min)

1
Yes
Y
Staanding
480
4
40
40
0.30
0
35
300
3
0
0.5
40.0
4
2.58
2
‒
‒
812
8
6 531
37.5
3
280
2
‒

Examples of working
w
cond
ditions
2
3
4
No
No
No
Sttanding
Standing
S
Standing
480
480
480
35
30
30
35
45
30
0.10
0.10
1.00
60
35
45
300
300
450
0
0
0
0.5
0.8
0.5
35.0
52.0
30.0
3.37
1.48
1.91
‒
‒
30
‒
‒
0.15
633
766
543
6 345
6 425
4 563
40.8
38.6
38.0
250
280
400
‒
63
158

5
Yes
Sitting
480
35
50
1.00
30
250
0
1.0
74.6
1.69
20
0.15
722
5 847
37.5
310
‒
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